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Key Points 
Human capital intensive clusters emerged surprising early in a number of technol-
ogy fields in Vancouver (Canada), but they largely failed to develop beyond en-
trepreneurial rent seekers. We discuss this in the light of Vancouver’s international 
economic spatial position. Vancouver appears to occupy a strategic Canadian in-
novation pivot point position on the Pacific Rim. 
Abstract 
As a generalization the innovation systems literature has downplayed the overall 
physical geographic setting of particular places and the connections between cities 
in national or international urban systems. This paper examines the innovation his-
tory of a few of Vancouver’s peculiarly human capital intensive clusters noting 
how the isolation with no nearby cities and its connectedness (a Pacific gateway 
point) appear to have shaped its trajectories. This analysis begins to make a few 
sketches of how place and innovation can come together emerging from a 10 year 
study of innovation clusters and cities in Canada.    
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Introduction 
Virtually all innovation studies have been carried out in industrialized countries, 
and most of these studies have been carried out in Europe and eastern North 
America. These studies have induced governments to focus their innovation poli-
cies on promoting innovation in what is perceived to be high value sectors – i.e. 
high technology manufacturing, and in places where there are intensive agglomer-
ations of industrial activity.  One feature of densely populated mega-regions is that 
agglomerations of industrialized activity (which in Europe can stretch across na-
tional boundaries or in the USA across state borders) is that they have lines of 
communication within themselves and among the different agglomerations that 
radiate out in all directions. Even port cities in this context have lines of commu-
nication that link them to several agglomerations in their hinterland. 
But there is another model of development; one that is typically found in na-
tions which have a more recent history of settlement and industrialization, or 
which have unusual geophysical characteristics that have in turn fashioned a dif-
ferent geography of industrialization. In these cases development can take place in 
a linear fashion as industry and thus innovation follows a transportation route. 
Western Canada is an example of this where development proceeded west along 
the transcontinental railway line as settlers moved in from Europe and eastern 
Canada. There are similar models in Australia (sea trade along its east coast) and 
with some differences, the western coast of the US and Chile (mountain barriers). 
Do policies that promote innovation in what could be described as a two-
dimensional economic space work in a one-dimensional situation? Or should there 
be a different set of innovation policies that take into account the transportation 
and communication constraints created by a single corridor?  What are the impli-
cations of this unique geo-economic situation on innovation in these one-
dimensional corridors, and what unique policies might be required? 
The work for this paper stems from 10 years of research on the Canadian inno-
vation system which has investigated in comparative fashion the development of 
clusters and city centric innovation systems. This paper has evolved out of think-
ing about the Vancouver example with an awareness of the greater project’s re-
sults. Detailed specific analysis of Vancouver’s innovation system has been pub-
lished elsewhere (Wixted and Holbrook forthcoming) but that paper left open the 
question of how being on the Pacific Rim has influenced the history of Vancou-
ver’s innovation system. Drawing upon a wide range of existing research and our 
own work we try to move one step closer to a framework for discussing the 
emerging development of the Pacific innovation structures. A conclusion of this 
research is that while geography matters policy needs to be active. Innovation pol-
icies and the development of innovation systems, regardless of scale, must be pur-
sued at the city level, perhaps even eclipsing those policies developed by national 
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or sub-national governments. The evidence presented here also supports the inher-
itance view of clustering (Klepper 2001) and begins to suggest that policies that 
support early career stage professionals gaining business experience not just aca-
demic education may be quite important. 
The dimensional space of ‘innovation systems’ 
A huge literature now exists on the concept of innovation systems, with the focus 
of the studies gradually narrowing from nations (Lundvall 1992; Nelson 1993; 
Freeman 1995; Edquist 1997 and Sharif 2006), to regions (Cooke 1998), clusters 
(OECD 1999 and 2001) and now to cities (Florida 2002). But this narrowing of 
the spatial focus often does so by continuing to ignore the larger scale phenomena. 
From a policy perspective then, it has become increasingly unclear what impact 
the different level of analysis should have.   
One aspect of the innovation systems literature which has been rather conclu-
sively shown is that little of it problematizes system boundaries (Wixted 2009).  
This leads to an initial contention of this paper, that the population and economic 
landscape which form the milieu of academic research has influenced the research 
agenda to a greater extent than is generally acknowledged. 
 
Fig.1. Adjusted World Population Counts 2000.  
 
 
Source: Center for International Earth Science Information Network (CIESIN), Columbia Uni-
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versity; and Centro Internacional de Agricultura Tropical (CIAT). 2005. Gridded Population of 
the World Version 3 (GPWv3): Population Grids. Palisades, NY: Socioeconomic Data and Ap-
plications Center (SEDAC), Columbia University. Available at 
http://sedac.ciesin.columbia.edu/gpw. 
 
While Fig 1 (above) highlights both the mega-population regions of Western 
Europe, Eastern United States, East Asia and South Asia, it also reveals some oth-
er information of significance. Canada, Australia, the western United States, Chile 
and even western Russia have regional structures that are rather linear and in some 
cases best described as an archipelago of populations. The latter designation can 
best be applied to Australia and Canada (east and west of Ontario-Quebec). 
Much of the innovation systems literature emanates from Europe where popu-
lations centres form densely packed regions with major competing centres on all 
four points of the compass and in relatively close proximity for many key cities. 
Although there has been a both a geographical turn (Martin 1999) and a relational 
turn (Yeung 2005) in economic geography; the first emphasizing place and histo-
ry, while the second emphasizing the relationships between actors in a particular 
locality  - many of these locations are within what can be described as a two di-
mensional system. Yeung, for example identifies the relational turn stating: 
Recent theoretical and empirical work in economic geography has experienced what 
might be termed a ‘relational turn’ that focuses primarily on the ways in which socio-
spatial relations of economic actors are intertwined with processes of economic change at 
various geographical scales.(2005:109 ). 
Earlier, in what is now argued by some to be an ‘outdated’ (see Barnes 2003) 
analytical emphasis in economic geography prevalent in the 1950s and 1960s was 
that of central places in two dimensional space. The emphasis was on the devel-
opment of ‘central places’ (cities) and their hinterlands (see for example Christall-
er 1966). The key question was why did places develop as central and larger and 
some remained small villages?  Christaller put it in these terms: 
Gradmann has called the chief profession of a town, namely, ‘to be centre of its rural 
surroundings and mediator of local commerce with the outside world’. As one might 
think, this chief profession affects the small country towns which are really exceptions, 
being nothing more than the centres of their rural surroundings. But it also affects in the 
same way the larger towns, not only in respect to their immediate vicinities, but also in 
regard to their places in systems of many smaller towns (1966:16). 
While Krugman and others have returned to these older ideas the innovation 
system scholars have never adopted the perspective to question the inter-
relationships and interdependencies between regions, preferencing a focus on the 
history, local context and actor dynamics of specific places (cities, regions, clus-
ter, nations). Thus, a large percentage of cluster studies for example, ignore the 
spatial distribution of clusters or the interconnections between them (as is argued 
by Oinas and Malecki 2002; Bunnell and Coe 2001; and Wixted 2009). However, 
as the context for most of the current studies is the densely populated mega-
regions of the Western Europe and the Eastern United States, it would not be too 
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much of a stretch of the imagination to suggest that the two dimensionality of eco-
nomic space forms the unconscious presuppositions of the research questions. The 
individuality of place is an interesting question if there are many different locali-
ties with a given geographic distance than ‘could have’ (but didn’t) given rise to 
high rates of innovation. But such a context as noted above does not fit the geo-
graphical context of everywhere. If across large geographical distances there were 
only a few major centres to start with, then the focus needs to be different.  
One hundred years ago the geographic positions of Australian and Canadian 
city innovation systems were not too different from their modern realities as both 
were systems of ports of a fashion. Of course each system has different historical, 
physical and contingent factors. Australian cities, being set within an island nation 
with poor water supply in its interior, are all seaports providing an administrative 
and service bridge between the high value produce inland and the world’s mar-
kets. Canada’s cities, being landlocked, were different. They were established at 
intervals, often at major river crossings, along the first Canadian transcontinental 
railway, the Canadian Pacific railway (CPR), but in each case they were there to 
aid the trans-shipment of commodities. Until the arrival of jet aircraft in the mid to 
late 1950s, Vancouver2 was primarily accessible by sea or rail as even road access 
was difficult. So instead of one model of geography we should have at least three. 
 
Fig. 2. Different dimensions of city system configurations 
 
 
 
                                                            
2 Although Seattle is relatively near physically, there has been little interaction between the two 
cities. Initially it was because both were competing in the same resource businesses. Seattle 
branched out into high-tech as a result of WWII and Cold War investments by the US military 
which did not spill over into Canada. Finally, the result of heightened border security on the part 
of the US has led to a throttling of transactions between the two cities – e.g Microsoft has estab-
lishment a base in greater in Vancouver to connect with Canada and easier immigration. As a re-
sult Vancouver has had to look eastwards to the rest of Canada rather than south.(with the excep-
tion of course, of the film industry). 
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There is little reference in the work on innovation systems to states where pop-
ulations are either linear or broken up. We could use words such as; periphery, 
gateways and others but each of these has complications. “Periphery” or semi pe-
riphery (Wallerstein 1976, Boreham et al. 1989) are used in reference to places 
that are distant from the international economic centres (i.e. Western Europe and 
the Eastern USA) but this can emphasise distance from the centre while not illu-
minating the urban structure dimensions. It also de-emphazises the network bridg-
ing role that such places can play. “Gateways” is also somewhat problematic as it 
is traditionally emphases transport, particularly multi-modal (sea, rail, truck) trans-
shipment rather than innovation (Rodrigue et.al. 2009). In some cases “entrepôt” 
(Phillips 2002) is useful where foreign investment drives local activity, particular-
ly for foreign sales, but again as we shall show for Vancouver this doesn’t capture 
the essence of its innovation functions.  
The problem with our language of ‘innovation systems’ is that we want to think 
of them as a unified structures and forget that a higher level notion of systems re-
quires better ideas on sub-level configurations. The results of the Innovation Sys-
tems Research Network over the years could be used to describe the innovation 
functions of various cities. Saskatoon is an entrepôt for biotechnology (Phillips 
2002), Calgary as a technology services hub for the oil and gas production assem-
blage (Langford et.al. forthcoming) and Vancouver as a location for high human 
capital intensive activities from movies to fuel cells. However, we can go further 
and describe the degree to which cities are linked to a broader suite of regional 
economic activities. Saskatoon is internationally connected in a few resource-
based industries, Calgary is highly integrated with its sub-national regional pro-
duction system based on the petroleum industry, but Vancouver is increasingly 
operating as a separate economy dependent upon a series of sub-economies that 
include; legitimate economic activity, as well as the black economy (drugs traf-
ficking and cash transactions) and what is locally known as the “red” economy 
(Chinese investment in property)3. 
However, within the framework of the existing literature, it is not straightfor-
ward to sketch hypotheses on the expected innovative and technological or 
knowledge intensive industries that might be found in particular cities. The litera-
ture of the Marshall-Arrow-Romer4 versus Jacobs (MAR-Jacobs) debate helps lit-
tle as very few papers take any account of the macro-geographic urban system set-
ting, apart from perhaps city size.  In recent years innovation systems research has 
begun to take a more sophisticated approach to the multi-scale nature of geogra-
                                                            
3 There are a number of terms that can be used in this matter; underground (see BC Stats 1994), 
black (Thomas 1999) or hidden (Frey and Pommerehne 1984). Drugs have been estimated to be 
worth nearly 3 per cent of the provincial economy (Easton 2004), and cash also around 3 per cent 
in 1994 (BC Stats 1994), and though these would be intersecting sets they are not duplicates.  
4 Simply put the MAR argument is that innovation benefits from enviroments that specialized 
(typified by industrial towns), while Jacobs argues is that cities in all their industrial and cultural 
diversity are better for innovation.  
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phy; incorporating national, regional and city levels (with cluster studies stretch-
ing across multiple layers). However, apart from a focus on the internationalisa-
tion of R&D centres (OECD 2008) there has been too little work exploring the 
multi-spatial linkages across these scales and spaces. Carlson (2006) for example 
states:  
‘in view of the fact that most studies of innovation systems focus on national innovation 
systems, it is not surprising that little direct evidence is found that innovation systems are 
becoming global. The main focus in this literature is on institutions at the national level. 
But national institutions may influence innovation systems at regional, sectoral or 
technological levels differently. However, at these lower levels there has been little work 
done with a view toward internationalization of systems (as distinct from corporate 
innovative activity). Also, not all institutions are national. For large firms, national 
institutions may be most important, while for small and new firms, subnational 
institutions may also be important’ (2006: 65). 
This is beginning to change with, for example, Wixted (2009) mapping the in-
ternational flows of components in a range of complex products for the period be-
tween 1970 and 2000. However, that study only focused on the interactions be-
tween national clusters and using large scale multi-country input-output modeling 
techniques. The book argued that while some industries are truly global (aerospace 
and automobiles) others are more restricted to continental (and smaller) trading 
areas.   
In a more recent paper Wixted (forthcoming) has looked at trade flows for 
twenty classes of manufactured products.  Based on the year 2000 and significant 
trade flows, although there are no clear breaks there appear to be three distin-
guishable sets of industries.  Some are truly globally connected while others are 
only barely connected (Fig 3). Interestingly, trans-Pacific connectivity is far great-
er than trans-Atlantic connectivity (Fig 4). 
  
Fig. 3. Significant trade links by industry as ratio to the number of economies in the model 
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Source: Based on work for Wixted (forthcoming). 
 
Fig. 4. Trans-Pacific and Trans-Atlantic significant trade links by industry 
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Notes: Europe to Asia links are excluded from the analysis but this is not a large number. 
Source: Based on work for Wixted (forthcoming). 
 
Except for industries such as aerospace, professional instruments, radio and 
communications equipment and office equipment, Pacific trade crossing are of 
much more importance than trans-Atlantic ones. This is somewhat surprising as 
the ‘buzz’ is between Europe and Eastern North America as witnessed through ei-
ther air line flight data or internet traffic flows. 
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The Canadian National Innovation System 
The NIS literature emerged from evolutionary economic theory and joined with 
more mainstream science, technology and innovation policy analysis. Analyses of 
RIS by contrast, came initially from regional science and economic geography, as 
well as institutional economists and sociologists (see discussion in Holbrook and 
Wolfe, 2000).  But what is a region? What are the characteristics one should look 
for, in order to talk about regional or even local systems of innovation (cities) in-
stead of a national approach?  Regions are often defined in terms of shared norma-
tive interest (cultural areas), economic specificity (mono-production systems) and 
administrative homogeneity (governance areas). To these must be added other cri-
teria, such as a non-specific size (except that of being part of a nation state); iden-
tifiable cultural or industrial mix; an ability to be distinguished from other regions 
in terms of these criteria; and, possession of some combination of internal cohe-
sion characteristics (Cooke, 1998). 
For federations, the national innovation systems (NIS) concept should be un-
derstood as being a set of more complex relationships than that of a centrally-
administered nation, since there are often provincial/state level institutions and ac-
tors paralleling national level institutions and actors, with some policies or powers 
under provincial control, and others under federal control. Canada is one of the 
few true economic and social (as well as political) federations in the world. In the 
OECD, only Australia, the US and Germany come close to the unique structure 
and socio-economic features that exist in Canada. Thus, unlike most nations in the 
OECD, and other parts of the industrialized world, the Canadian NIS is different.  
A key element of the Canadian federation is the allocation of most economic pow-
ers to the national government and the assignment of social responsibilities - par-
ticularly health and education – to the provinces. 
In Canada, the NIS is regionalized; the Ontario/Quebec economy is not the 
same as the BC or Prairie regions. Indeed, Canada is a country of metropolitan “is-
lands”: Vancouver, Calgary, Toronto, Montreal, etc.  National statistics are heavi-
ly weighted by the industrial activity that takes place in the Windsor – Quebec 
City corridor.   Thus for Canadian policy makers there is an important question:  
what are the boundaries of a functional system of innovation and what determines 
its viability?  How small or large is a region?   
In economic terms Canada is a thin ribbon of settlement, mainly within 200 km 
of the US border.  In eastern Canada, the major cities are closely linked to the 
eastern US economy, and thus are the northern periphery of that large two-
dimensional economy. Western Canada is quite different.  The major cities are 
strung out along the Canadian transcontinental railway system like pearls on a 
necklace.  Indeed the railway was for all of them a major factor in their establish-
ment and development in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. These 
cities are separated by hundreds of kilometres of sparsely settled land – farms, 
ranches and forests. 
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Fig. 5.  Canadian GDP by location 
 
 
Source: Nordhaus 2006. 
 
Holbrook and Wolfe (2000) have argued, at least in the case of Canada, in or-
der to understand the NIS, one must first understand the RIS.  Is the Canadian NIS 
the sum of a number of RIS, based either on economic regions or provincial 
boundaries?  In the Canadian context this sum is distorted by the wide variation in 
sizes of the regional systems – national level data (and the ensuing analyses) of the 
Canadian system of innovation are heavily biased by the economic activities oc-
curring in the two major industrialized provinces, Ontario and Quebec.  In most 
developed nations, innovation, science and technology policies are formulated by 
the central government, yet most innovation takes place locally. Thus nation-wide 
innovation policies may not affect each region equally, and could conceivably be 
counterproductive.  
In May 2001 a network of researchers drawn from the five regions of Canada: 
Atlantic Canada, Québec, Ontario, and Western Canada launched a project “Inno-
vation Systems and Economic Development: The Role of Local and Regional 
Clusters in Canada”, that examined the impact and importance of cluster-driven 
innovation in Canada (Holbrook and Wolfe, 2005). This research network, the In-
novation Systems Research Network (ISRN), investigated how local networks of 
firms and supporting infrastructure of institutions, businesses and people in com-
munities across Canada interact to spark economic growth. When the analyses of 
the Canadian NIS went a step “down” from the national level to a regional one, 
social issues emerged more clearly, and the importance of communication and in-
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teraction were highlighted. The innovation systems studies of the flows of 
knowledge, and how knowledge is created, have realized the importance of the in-
teraction between the different actors (particularly users and producers of of 
knowledge and innovation – see e.g. DeBresson 1996), mutual trust (Maskell and 
Lorenzen 2004 on the benefits of clustering) and of course  proximity needed to 
facilitate these flows,   
While previous studies of innovation systems and economic development have 
been limited to individual regions, this project analyzed how the growth of clus-
ters contributes to economic growth and development within a number of regions 
across Canada. Research focused on more than 25 clusters across the five regions 
in newly emerging knowledge-intensive areas (ie: information and communication 
technologies (ICT), wireless, new media and biomedical,) as well as in more tradi-
tional sectors (ie: manufacturing, wood products, food and beverage, automotive 
and steel). Studies on IT, biotech, new media, and wireless clusters were carried 
out in at least three separate regions, to get an understanding of the regional dif-
ferences across the country.  Recognizing that, in Canada, the manufacturing sec-
tor is concentrated in eastern Canada, studies in Ontario/Quebec also included au-
tomobiles, aerospace, and food products among others. 
Arguably, in Canada, some provincial boundaries, such as those between Sas-
katchewan and Manitoba, or among the Maritime Provinces (the localist business 
innovation provinces), are artificial in terms of innovation systems. Canadian RIS 
can extend beyond provincial boundaries, or in some cases, such as the Ottawa 
and greater Toronto RIS, be contained within one province. Indeed in the more 
successful regions, from the point of view of innovativeness the RIS can be subdi-
vided into local systems of innovation (LIS), which are usually based in individual 
cities . Table 3 gives a possible taxonomy of local systems of innovation in Cana-
da. The structure is derived from Cooke (1992 and et.al. 2004). Grassroots is de-
fined as where the cluster governance characteristics are self-generated.   Net-
worked governance infers that multiple tiers of actors come together particular 
geographic points to act on the innovation system. Finally, dirigiste is defined by 
actors primarily above and beyond the local being the principal motivators of 
change.   
 
Table 1. Canadian Local (metropolitan) Innovation Systems  
Business innovation  
dimension 
Governance structure                                 
 Grassroots Network  Dirigiste 
Localist St. John, New Brunswick 
St. John’s, Newfoundland & 
Labrador 
Halifax Québec 
City 
Interactive Saskatoon 
Winnipeg 
Calgary Edmonton Victoria   
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Globalized Ottawa  Toronto Vancouver Montréal 
 
Source: Holbrook, 2006 
The study methodology 
Why should Vancouver be a major centre of innovation in Canada? More par-
ticularly, why should it be host to a number of human-capital intensive clusters?  
The study of Vancouver was based on an examination of human capital based 
economic activities that are important to the region that are mostly a little unex-
pected in a city so far from other major population centres. The five activities cho-
sen were:  
• fuel cells (predominantly based on hydrogen technologies) utilizing interviews 
and published papers based on 19 in-depth interviews; 
• bio-pharma (a range of firms creating human health oriented biotechnologies or 
traditional pharmaceuticals) based on 31interviews; 
• motion pictures based on extant literature; 
• new media (mainly the electronic games sector) based on 73interviews; and 
• wireless technologies based on 36 interviews from a previous project and ex-
tant literature. 
The second wave of ISRN research foccused on the MAR-Jacobs debate which 
is couched in terms of intra-city spillovers either within or across industries, but 
we can use the material to investigate the role of Vancouver on the Pacific Rim. 
We used the survey responses to test the perceptions of industry participants on 
the source of important inputs. Agglomeration processes worked out in the evolu-
tion of centripetal vs centrifugal forces: the logic here is that the start up time of 
clusters can show whether there are centripetal cost pressures at work which have 
delayed the start up times of clusters. For example, a technology industry may 
have started up somewhere else in the 1980s but only got going in BC in the late 
1990s. This would be a primary indicator that industry evolution was expanding 
the geographic frontiers and creating a space for new players. 
More traditional indicators of innovation such as R&D expenditures and results 
from conventional (OECD-type) innovation surveys were not used. There are im-
portant reasons for not weighting such information highly for Vancouver. Data on 
R&D expenditures is not published on a city basis by Statistics Canada, thus data 
at the provincial level would have to be used. More importantly, there is an una-
voidable built-in bias towards central Canada in Canadian innovation surveys due 
to the way the samples have to be constructed.  
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Vancouver in particular has very little manufacturing compared to the national 
average and as our analysis (below) reveals Vancouver’s enterprise demography is 
weighted more towards smaller businesses. 
Table 2. Cluster interviews 
Cluster ISRN 1 ISRN II 
Fuel cells  19 
New Media 21 10 
Wireless 72 (Alberta & British Columbia 1 
Bio-Pharma 32 4 
Miscellaneous  13 
Total Interviews 125 47 
Analysis  
Vancouver is mid sized city (2.5 million population) on the western fringe of the 
North American continent. Statistics Canada (2003) reports that Vancouver has an 
industrial diversity very similar to Toronto although having a significantly small-
erpopulation. The key question to be addressed by this section is whether the clus-
ters started early and grew more or less autonomously via say the inheritance 
model of cluster development or whether their development has been greatly in-
fluenced by external events or even transplanted from elsewhere. 
It is not sufficient to examine the MAR- Jacobs questions of “spill-ins” (as one 
might call the benefits flowing into particular activities from other firms in the 
same city or the diversity of the city itself), but also the labour markets for these 
human capital intensive clusters and the start-up conditions Table 2). 
 
Table 3. Industry start-up timeline  
Cluster Vancouver / BC origins Global Origins 
New media 1980s  1980s (California 
Bio/Pharma 1981 1976 
Fuel cells 1980s (Ballard Power) 1950s (space program) / re-emerged 
1980s 
Wireless communications Late 1930s 1930s 
Motion pictures 1980s LA - 1900s (1920s – beginning of the 
boom – Storper & Christopherson 1987) 
 
Source: Wixted and Holbrook (forthcoming) 
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Fuel Cells.  
Of all the human capital intensive activities, fuel cells is the smallest and most 
specialised in terms of spillovers. Although it has benefits from R&D capital from 
outside the region, it is significantly an undiversified cluster as it relies on local 
R&D facilities and access to near-local talent at the University of Victoria 
(Holbrook et.al. 2010).  
Bio/Pharma. 
The prime characteristic of the bio/pharma cluster in Vancouver is one largely 
of IP rent seeking. For example it doesn’t have the critical mass of important cen-
tres east and south but companies do have strategies for managing the construction 
of value in Vancouver. In response to the question ‘how does your firm benefit 
from being located in this particular urban region with its mix of 
firms/institutions’ one business leader responded: 
 
“To a limited extent the company does benefit from ideas generated in the local 
milieu and the skilled people that reside here. But all these things are compara-
tive. Compared to being in Saskatchewan, in Saskatoon, I would think probably 
yes. Compared to being in the Bay Area, absolutely no. We’re here because some 
groundbreaking science was done here, and the scientists who created those inno-
vations decided it was worthwhile trying to commercialize them, hence we’re 
here. We get enormous benefit from continuing to work with them. In the commu-
nity there’s a reasonable level of managerial expertise. It’s not terribly high; 
there’s not a lot of people, but there are a number. And there are some people to 
go to for various sorts of help. There is a pool of skilled scientific staff, but not an 
enormous number because we have a relatively small biotech community here. So, 
yes, there are advantages compared to being out of the loop completely” 
 
One interesting insight came from another business executive: 
 
“We mainly collaborate with Australia, New Zealand, California, Montreal and 
North Carolina” 
 
So in Bio-Pharma the specific location of Vancouver has helped it survive but 
has been a barrier to its development beyond a certain size.  
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Wireless. 
The wireless cluster has had a long and varied path in Vancouver relying on in-
vestment from outside the region as well as, for a time, an innovative, provincially 
owned telephone company. Today the cluster has close ties with the new media 
cluster. This closeness is highlighted by the very recent amalgamation of the two 
industry associations WinBC (for Wireless) and New Media BC into DigiBC, an 
organisation representing approximately 22,000 employees and 1300 companies. 
Motion Pictures. 
What is interesting abut the story of Vancouver and motion pictures is there has 
been a very traditional split between foreign film development in Vancouver and 
Canadian film industry activities in Toronto (Coe 2001). This trend has been 
weakening in more recent years. The dependency of Vancouver on external inter-
action is seen by the need to continually reassess the tax credit status of foreign 
films (primarily out of the USA).  Coe for example, highlights the closeness of 
Vancouver and Hollywood products:  
As a location, Vancouver was extremely well placed to benefit from the opportunities 
being created by the on-going vertical disintegration of the Hollywood studios. The city is 
close to Los Angeles (2.5 hours’ flying time), provides an enviable ‘west coast’ quality of 
life, is in the same time-zone thereby allowing easy co-ordination of activities between the 
two centres, has a mild climate which allows all-year-round filming and offers a large 
range of different scenic locations within 1–2 hours’ drive of central Vancouver (2001: 
1760). 
In 2009 this industry in Vancouver experienced significant economic turbu-
lence during the global financial crisis, but seems to have nevertheless attracted 
significant investment. 
New Media. 
The new media specialisation and diversity pattern is summed up excellently by 
the following quote by a manager in a major new media producer in response to a 
question regarding the major benefits of Vancouver. 
“Vancouver is a beautiful city—a draw for recruits. Sea to sky [a reference 
to the seaside highway between Vancouver and Whistler] Has a lot of 
amenities. Great place to make video games because there are lots of 
companies that make video games. Very incestuous here ... Hollywood North 
helps. Strong film and television. Cross fertilization, we use those 
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professionals. Great educational institutions that produce high caliber 
potential hires. On the pacific rim gateway including to the east. …. It is 
cheaper to develop here than in the US. It was the case, anyway for many 
years.” 
In this one quote one can see that the advantage for Vancouver is simultaneous-
ly local, diverse (interactions with motion picture industry) and translocation (giv-
en references to being on the Pacific Rim as well being a gateway to the East – 
Toronto and Montreal). The reference to cross-fertilization is important. This is an 
explicit acknowledgement of the value of clustering among both competitors and 
similar, but not necessarily competitor industries (i.e. new media and motion pic-
tures) 
 In 2009 this industry in Vancouver also experienced significance economic 
turbulence during the global financial crisis. However, based on the significant 
capital sunk costs in the region and the history of startup entrepreneurship it is ex-
pected that this cluster will show resilience to the turmoil. 
We have also summarised our finding on the local industry lifecycle position as 
it is today relative to the global situation. 
 
Fig. 6. Current lifecycle positions of Vancouver’s clusters  
 
Source: Wixted and Holbrook (forthcoming) 
 
Three phenomena should stand out. First, apart from the example of motion 
pictures the Vancouver cluster started early globally, in one case (fuel cells) lead-
ing the world to re-examine the technology. It would suggest that mostly these are 
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not spin-out clusters but have there own independent trajectories. Second, apart 
from fuel cells all the clusters rely on a diversity of spillovers for inputs that at the 
very least are local but in many cases stretch across the North American continent 
both east and south. Though not presented in depth here the outputs of these clus-
ters are marketed globally. Lastly, we can suggest that there something west coast 
about many of these activities which have a distinctly mid to late 20th Century or-
igins  in comparison to east coast US manufacturing or business services; which in 
Canada are based in Toronto and Calgary but not Vancouver. 
The evidence can be summarised as follows. 
 
MAR – Jacobs. While there is some evidence for cross industry spillovers the 
strongest evidence is for multi-spatial spillovers in terms of inputs and for a global 
outlook in terms of sales. 
Agglomeration – the lifecycle evidence suggests that all the clusters are mostly 
of long standing in the Vancouver region and with the exception of the major mo-
tion picture activity all clusters have indigenous roots, suggesting that they are not 
spin-outs from more innovation intensive regions. 
So why has Vancouver been able to be early or at least only slightly behind the 
frontier in these talent based activities? 
Discussion: Vancouver on the Pacific 
It issuggested in this paper that a dominant factor in the emergence and continu-
ance of Vancouver is its position on the west coast of North America, as well as 
being the most accessible Canadian airport to Asia and being in the same time 
zone as California seem relevant.  
In contrast to the current regional science philosophy, it was previously argued 
that transport systems were vital. The development of cities and regions has gen-
erally been associated with the development of transport. A good description of 
this association has been provided by Anderson’s (1985) overview of European 
urban history where the fortunes of places have been shaped primarily by their po-
sition in a transport system. (O’Connor and Scott 1992:240). 
Prior to the arrival of the Boeing 707, Vancouver was where the trans-Canada 
rail line had placed it – literally and figuratively at the end of the line. It was simp-
ly an intermodal (rail/sea) transfer point and the northwest edge of the North 
American continent.  At that time, Calgary was a bigger destination for air pas-
sengers in the early 1950s (Natural Resources Canada, 1957). This changed with 
the introduction of the first mid-sized long haul aircraft (the 707s could safely fly 
over the Rocky Mountains) and today the Boeing 777 and the Airbus 340 are spe-
cifically designed to fly the ‘‘thin’’ routes   and thus continue to change hub posi-
tioning. The change in aircraft has been assisted by changes in navigation and air 
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route administration involving trans-polar routes which has reduced flying times 
between Europe and North America, and from the Asia Pacific region to both 
North America and Europe. A second technical shift has involved the refinement 
of engine performance, along with management of passenger and freight loads, to 
create 13–15 hour point-to-point services. Extended range 747s, 777s and A340-
500s have made it possible to fly directly between places like Chicago and Hong 
Kong, New York and Hong Kong and Los Angeles and Singapore. Taken together 
these changes have helped change the pattern of passenger traffic in North Ameri-
ca. 
Today, Vancouver is a major gateway city, being the fourth largest seaport in 
North America and more importantly for its human capital based activities it con-
tinues to develop as a major airline hub. 
The ocean rim character of the region's settlement provides another reason for the growth 
in air travel. In effect, the region is a series of nodes around the Pacific Ocean, with 
strong, outward looking commercial activities, and in many cases, very limited local 
hinterlands. Vancouver, Los Angeles, Sydney, Singapore, all share an unusual 
characteristic in that they have large concentrations of population, but with limited 
development of an inland hinterland (O’Connor and Scott 1992: 244). 
Thus, aircraft technology and preexisting settlement patterns form important 
feedback loops that enhance or diminish a city’s ability to attract traffic and talent.  
In the modern age there are co-evolutionary processes between aircraft technology, airline 
traffic management and city development, such that once established a major centre cities 
themselves become major draws of people which reinforces their status which then feeds 
back to drawing more people. It would seem that the character of the global geography of 
airports is shaped by the forces associated with global city development. That means the 
continuation in the significance of the global cities will maintain the dominant role of a 
few very busy airports in the global network (O’Connor 2003:84). 
Different innovation systems around the world have different human capital at-
tributes and different technological advantages and their geographic positions dif-
fer markedly, but all three characteristics matter.   Vancouver is almost unique as a 
local innovation system (LIS) in North America: it is not self-contained; it is de-
pendent upon its transportation and communication links. The city and its LIS are 
a “pivot point” between North America and Asia, unlike many of the other high-
tech cluster areas in Canada and the US. Its major continental competition is in 
California, which has similar geographical attributes.  
There are other strong LIS systems on the Pacific rim, “city-states” such as 
Singapore, Hong Kong, Sydney, and some large Chinese port cities, but only a 
very few (Busan, Korea for example) are gateways to larger systems of innova-
tion. A few of them are currently or have been manufacturing centres, others are 
entrepot trade and financial centres (Hong Kong and Singapore) and two in partic-
ular; Vancouver and Sydney – interestingly both at extremes of the Pacific system 
are based on human capital activity. For all of its history and current development 
trajectories there is clearly something unique about innovation systems on the Pa-
cific Rim? Is it likely that the behaviour of LIS on the Pacific Rim differ greatly 
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from LIS in continental North America or Europe, or for that matter other diverse 
economies such as India or inland China? Is it possible, that because of the dis-
tances involved, the Pacific system of innovation can be thought of being as a 
chain of local systems of innovation, with innovation gateways where continental 
lines of communication intersect the Pacific Rim? 
Polèse (2009) has commented on the development of a second band of eco-
nomic activity along the Pacific coast of North America (as opposed to the prima-
ry concentration along the Atlantic Seaboard), and has compared it to the lack of 
similar development in the Mediterranean: 
“The answer lies in the location – across the sea – of each continents principal 
trading partners.  This is where we jump from a continental to a global perspec-
tive. The direction of international – intercontinental – trade influences the emer-
gence of economic centres within each continent……….The West Coast of North 
America .found itself facing dynamic trading partners on the other side of the Pa-
cific, beginning with the emergence of Japan….”.(Polese, 2009: 84,85) 
Policy considerations 
What then can policy makers derive from this evidence?  It is clear that conven-
tional innovation policy tools, such as support for R&D, are necessary, but not 
sufficient. The bio-pharma cluster in Vancouver certainly started through major 
bio-pharma R&D investments, but that by itself is not sufficient to explain its con-
tinued existence. Clearly conditions must also exist to attract and retain highly 
skilled workers (Florida’s “super-creatives”).  
In Vancouver these conditions exist: the natural setting is spectacular, but also 
the various levels of government have combined to provide infrastructure and 
amenities that above many in North America.. The Economist Intelligence Unit 
regularly rates Vancouver as one of the most desirable places to live in the world. 
The infrastructure includes significant investment in mass transit, airports, hospi-
tals, schools, and universities.  But government policies have also favoured the 
development of significant cultural and recreational amenities: theatres, galleries, 
sports venues and green spaces. In the Canadian system of government many of 
these improvements fall to the city government. Both the City of Vancouver and 
Metro Vancouver (the regional government) have contributed directly to the de-
velopment of the Vancouver LIS.  
Vancouver’s clusters increasing are benefiting from both the market demand 
and the cross-fertilisation possible from the presence of Hollywood North.  Fur-
ther the individual cluster stories have been shown to have benefited from industry 
associations providing some of the needed social capital for clusters that are frag-
mented and dominanted by small enterprises to to continue to seek and develop 
new opportunities (Petrusevich 2005 and Reibling 2004).  
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But the evidence on the history of the clusters – replicating by means of entre-
preneurial spin-offs from earlier firms suggests very specific policies for innova-
tion. Experience appears to matters to a very significant degree. In such an envi-
ronment that is always likely to loose larger businesses and research / 
manufacturing endeavours to more central places encouraging a system of mentor-
ing and experience needs significant policy focus. While it is difficult to general-
ize, the specifics of the Vancouver case indicate that clusters with low critical 
mass and distant from mega-regions appear to have particular dynamics. Firms 
seem to struggle to grow to any size and there is significant turning over of busi-
nesses and staff. Thus, the opportunities lie with speeding up the learning process 
for new graduates through fostering greater opportunities for experience.  
Summary and Conclusion 
This paper is an attempt to both integrate literatures on national urban systems and 
innovation as well as the ‘geographical turn’ in economics with its emphasis on 
the particularity of place, which as Martin notes has its origins in Losch: ‘If every-
thing occurred at the same time there would be no development. If everything ex-
isted in the same place there could be no particularity. Only space makes possible 
the particular which then unfolds in time’ (quoted in Martin 1999: 66).  The for-
mer is needed as the latter (particularity) has increasingly squeezed out of eco-
nomic geography and innovation studies a sense of asking questions on the larger 
distribution of technological and innovation clusters.  However, the important lit-
eratures in bringing the macro and the particular together do not necessarily sit 
well together. The rapidly expanding research exploring MAR-Jacobs (industry 
specialisation versus diversity) relationships is valuable for differentiating sectoral 
and city characteristics but little of the work incorporates city systems. The recent 
new economic geography promoted by Krugman and others has some useful 
mathematical modeling of agglomeration and thus centripetal and centrifugal 
forces but empirical testing of the models seems limited and is quite problematic 
when it comes to innovation. 
Innovation policy in Canada is driven by the linear nature of European settle-
ment across the country.  Most innovation policy initiatives focus on the concen-
tration of manufacturing enterprises in southern Ontario, and to a lesser extent, 
southern Quebec.  The unique situation of Vancouver in Canada (Halifax, Van-
couver’s counterpart on the Atlantic coast, simply does not have the same order of 
magnitude of innovative activity as Vancouver). This suggests that unique innova-
tion polices need to be developed for Vancouver and its hinterland, in the context 
of its participation in the two dimensional array of local innovation systems 
around the Pacific Rim. What might they be?   
What are Vancouver’s competitive advantages in a Pacific context? Vancouver 
benefits from being part of Canada – a Westminster-style democracy with well es-
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tablished, and prudent legal and financial systems. It is seen as a haven for entre-
preneurs around the Pacific, a place where they can store the fruits of their enter-
prise.  Similarly it has the advantage of having an educational system that is based 
on English systems and which uses English as its language of instruction.  Foreign 
students form an important component of both secondary and post-secondary edu-
cation (and bring in significant revenues, since they pay premium fees). All of this 
suggests that innovation policy for Vancouver should focus on infrastructure, both 
physical (traditional as well as education and research related) and intangible. 
Governments, both local and national can and should invest to maintain Vancou-
ver’s growth, and to ensure that the gains made to date do not atrophy. 
In an archipelago of cities mobility is harder (economic costs and loss of social 
networks), choices are fewer, and the local / regional innovation system interface 
is different. In such an economy the key cities become more important than the 
industries in them. The quality of life and economic opportunities for people 
across a wide range of economic groups is crucial.  The implications of this in 
Canada is that the country does not need regional policies – i.e. western Canada is 
not like central Canada but that a federation with the geographic spread and diver-
sity such as Canada needs a radically different policy framework. Instead of the 
Canadian federal focus on the creation of ‘new industries’ it is time to start think-
ing about a regional cities development fund.  
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